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Early rate deadline: November 13 ($245) Rapid Company Global Change Ideas awards complimentary products, concepts, companies, policies, and projects that pursue innovation for the good of society and the planet. Now in its fifth year, the race has honored everything from corporate sustainability initiatives to smart consumer products to groundbreaking
government policies. There are many problems in the world and we are interested in innovative ideas that will solve each of them. We have 34 categories this year (including a few new categories). We are looking for any and all groundbreaking projects launched since the beginning of 2020. Entries will be considered fast by a group of designers, venture
capitalists, think-in-minded, social entrepreneurs, and company editors. You can see some past judges below, and more will be adding 2021 judges in the coming months. Entries will be judged on impact, design, scalability, and ingenuity. Why we aim to enter with these awards is to pay attention to ideas with great potential, and help them expand their reach
and serve as inspiration for others. Each entry will be read quickly by the company's editors. The winners will appear in the May issue of Fast Company magazine and on our website and all honors will be fastcompany.com. And this year we will also choose a globally changing overall company from all of our participants. You can read about last year's
winners and finals here. For full details of the competition, see The Rules and Answers. The category of advertising campaigns is designed to draw attention to social issues and inspire people to act or promote the world's changing products or services. AI &amp; Data Projects that harness the power of data, machine learning, or artificial intelligence to
understand the world and empower change. Projects of apps that live primarily in mobile format, in any discipline. Architecture (new!) buildings that change our way of life or work make it more sustainable, energy efficient and more humane. Art &amp; Design Projects using design as the vehicle to shake up conversations surrounding society's most pressing
issues. Creativity is any creative project of photography, writing, visualization, film that helps explain and general global problems and solutions. Consumer products are items for your home or office that will help you live a more targeted life, or radically change outdated business models or supply chain of our current consumer goods. Corporate social
responsibility for initiatives by companies that use the platform and power of a company to help advance change, whether inside or for society. Developing global technology products designed specifically for the developing world, both the ones intended for the bottom of the plym and those intended to help create leapfrog innovation. Education companies or
initiatives that help inspire better and more Learn. Solar energy, wind, and any other innovative ideas to create clean power (whether for personal or large-scale use) or new systems for better electricity distribution. Experimental imagination, prototypes, and just-launched ideas that may not have a clear impact but have the potential to change how we think
about an issue. Food projects change what we eat, how we eat, and how we eat our food. Health (new!) medical innovations that save lives extend longevity, or increase access to care. The impact of impact funds investments, social impact bonds, and other investments is on changing the construction of organizations or initiatives that generate social benefit
along with financial returns. Media &amp; Entertainment Movies, books, videos, and other projects that expose issues or create actionable change. The pandemic response (new!) locks programs, products, policies, or anything else designed to reduce or impact COVID-19 health or economic impacts. Politics &amp; Policy Innovative campaigns or policy
initiatives that challenge the status quo for the benefit of the environment, equity, and society. Spaces, places, and buildings of cities, landscapes, urban plans, and policies that make cities and living in them cleaner, more efficient, more beautiful and fairer for their citizens. Social justice projects that help advance the cause of civil rights for marginalized
individuals or groups. Software (new!) projects that are the main feature of the software component, in any field. Student projects in each category, created by undergraduate or postgraduate students. Transportation projects that will place you whether on two wheels or four in new, interesting, and fuel efficient ways. Urban design (new!) landscapes, urban
plans, and policies that make cities cleaner and live cleaner, more efficient, more beautiful and fairer for their citizens. Health (new!) products and projects that improve personal or global well, from equipment to apps to consumables. The best changing world is the idea of APAC the best changing world idea in general in the Asia-Pacific region. The best
changing world emea idea is the best changing world idea in general in Europe, the Middle East, and Africa. The best changing world na idea is the best changing world idea in general in North America. Latam's best changing world is the best changing idea in Latin America. Emerging: 0-4 years in business (new!) companies that have achieved incredible
impact and have been under 4 years in business. Established Excellence: 5-14 years in business (new!) companies that have achieved incredible impact and have been in business for between 5 and 14 years. Lasting impact: 15+ years in business (new!) companies that have achieved incredible impact and have been in business for more than 15 years.
The broadest ideas, they are new government policies, new business models, or entire new consumer categories. That has the potential to change real systems or solve evil problems. World Changing Company Of The Year The most world changing company of the year, selected by Fast Company editors. Companies will be judged on the quality, breadth,
and ambition of their presented work. Justin Aherns Chairman Ivangelist Rule29 Brandon Anderson Founder Rahim Emilco Atherton Director, Coalition Of Perfect Streets National Smart Growth America Lisa Bowers CEO Rhea Ventures Alexandra Brumson Origin Capital Productions Sebastian Buck Founder and Strategic Lead Enso Carol Cone CEO Carol
Cone on Target Jeremy Dayton Fellow Director, Editorial Nexus Media Christa Donaldson CEO D-Rev Zoe Feldman Senior Manager, New Shepherd's Incubator and Investment Center Aria Finger CEO DoSomething.org Grant Garrison Leader Communications , Global Community Impact Johnson &amp; Johnson Rihanna Gunn-Wright Director of Climate
Policy Roosevelt Institute Toshi Anders Hoo Director, Emerging Media Lab Institute for the Future Jessica Jackley Senior Impact Manager Wish Jonathon Keats Experimental Philosopher Marjorie Kelly Senior Fellow and Executive Vice President of Democracy Cooperation Anthea Kelsick Co-CEO B Labs USA &amp; Canada Cliff Kuang UX Designer and
Author,User Friendly Mike Masserman Head of Social Impact Lyft Susan McPherson McPherson Strategy CEO Susan Merriam is the founder of the Center for American Politics and Design L. Michelle Moore Groundswell CEO Michael Ngigi Studios ThinkPlace Kenya Christine Outram CEO Of Everydae Emily Pilton Founder and Chief Executive Of Garage
Girls Jaycee Pribulsky Vice President of Sustainable Production and Resources Nike Alexei Rappaport Education Entrepreneur Rashad Robinson President Color Change Rajendra Siosudia Founder and Co-Chairman of Conscious Capitalism Brian Sivac CEO KP Ventures Piyush Senior Innovation Ideas42 Genevieve Taylor Executive Director and CEO of
Ag Marcelle van Beusekom Design Manager Ideo San Francisco Tony Van CEO Editor-in-Chief EdSurge Adlai Wertman Senior Director of Science in Social Entrepreneurship at the University of Southern California Ben Wyskida CEO Fenton Lugo by eight hours a day in previous years, I present business books that every manager should read, business
books that each person must read Become 30, and books that billionaires don't want you to read. This includes ten business books that literally changed the world:By creating modern economic discipline, Adam Smith defined business (or trade as more common at the time) and the accumulation of wealth afterwards as subject to natural laws rather than a
reflection of divine will. By dismissing economic activity as essentially immoral, Smith thus broke with more than 1,700 years of Christian tradition. Fun factoid: Unlike Bauer, Adam Smith was not a fan of free trade. Instead, he saw government regulations as a check on the ability of businesses to form cartels and monopolies. While Smith stated that economic
activity is theoretically subject to reason, Charles McKay proved that in practice it is as often driven by emotions and irrationality. Makai's description of the fall in shares in The South Seas Company coined the term bubble, and his description of Tulip Mania remains an old example of unsustainable economic growth. Fun Factiod: One of the fads MacKay
describes in his book The Buzz Flare is still used today to describe an unexpected but possibly dangerous event. In addition to being a fascinating memory, this was a revelation of the slave business, an industry that at the time accounted for about half of the American economy. As people pretend today that sweatshops in Walmart's supply chain consist of
happy workers happy to have a job, people at the time pretended that slaves were well treated and happy to be taken into slavery. Solomon Northup's bestseller left this lie to Aste. Sad Factoid: A writer who suddenly disappeared after a book tour may have been kidnapped a second time and sold back into slavery. While not normally seen as a business
book, after its publication Darwin's theory of natural selection and evolution immediately migrated from biology to economic theory. The concept of social Darwinism was quickly used on business theory and management in order to justify the horrors of child labor and (later) to provide a legal framework for anti-monopoly legislation. Fun Factoid: Aware that
his ideas were a direct assault on religious fundamentalism, Darwin shied away from including humans in his theory of evolution. Dale Carnegie's bestselling book created both a code of conduct for businessmen and step-by-step recipes for forging strong business relationships. It also launched the SELF-Governing Publishing Industry, which today is well
made up of more than a million books, not to mention hundreds of millions of articles, tapes, videos, podcasts and periods. Fun Factoid: The original edition of HtWFaIP contained advice for wives that included don't nag and read a good book on the sexual side of marriage. Where Carnegie's self-help approach focused on how to behave outwardly toward
others, Norman Vincent Peel's book offered an alternative approach -- that your success in business depends on the quality of your internal thought processes. It's fair to say that any self-help book ever published is essentially a rewrite of either Carnegie, Peel or both. Fun Factoid: Norman Vincent Peale lived to be 95, a fact that he attributed to positive
thinking. In this groundbreaking book, Marshall McLuhan redefined the media not as an information carrier but as a factor in his change. His thinking about Between content and its delivery quickly in the marketing and business world, it is effective and leads to the creation of Mad Men-style advertising agencies. Today no article has been written about the
impact of the Internet that is heavily based on the MuLuhan.Fun Factoid Lottery: In a meta commentary on his ideas about the impact of the media on culture, MuLuhan made a cameo appearance in the Oscar-winning film, Ani Hall:Before the coming shock, Americans saw technology as ushering in an age of delightful leisure. Alvin Toffler noted that the
rapid advancement of technology is actually creating stress, confusion and information overrebar (a term he coined.) Toffler's book has influenced three generations of critics of the business world's over-reliance on technology. Fun Factoid: Future Shock launched a new prospective career category that for decades held a certain cache among a variety of
management consultants. Today, futures are few and far between. Before bosworth's classics, each period of sales and sales treated sales as a kind of persuasion and manipulation. At the time, the sale was considered something a dealer did to a customer. The re-selling solution redefines sales as something the seller did for a customer. It redefined the
sales book as a process for asking customer questions and meeting customer needs based on those answers. Every published book sales since then is a riff on this basic idea. Factoid Fun (and full disclosure): When I did some ghost writing for Mike Bosworth a few years earlier, he admitted that selling solutions wasn't really all that well worked. It wasn't
because the ideas weren't valid, but because very few vendors had the skills to implement them properly. Before the book was published, companies were expected to show loyalty to their employees. Layoffs accepted management failures and many companies, notably IBM, promised lifelong employment. The book explained that, no, firing people and
removing jobs is a wise and decent act, and CEOs who deceive their companies deserve huge rewards for their courage. Sad to say, the business world glommed onto this time of self-serving codswallop, in favor of no (except .1%, of course). Factoid Fun: The majority of companies held the book as examples were bankrupt or out of business within 20
years of its publication. Release.
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